
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a data platform engineer. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for data platform engineer

Investigate emerging technologies in the Hadoop ecosystem that relate to
our needs and implement those technologies
Optimize and tune the Hadoop cluster to meet the performance
requirements of teams
Partner with Hadoop developers in building best practices for warehouse and
analytics environment
Design and implement a highly availability, scalable, low-latency, and efficient
hosted multi-tenant data platform (ingestion, storage, indexing, query,
management services)
Actively work with all partner teams inside Puppet to align around use-cases,
API & data contracts
Work with the product team, to translate functional requirements into
pragmatic logical, service-based technical designs
Foster continuous learning, by quickly iterating through design and
implementation, validation and delivery
Be a technical leader both within the team and organization through
coaching, mentoring, code reviews focussing on continuously improving our
engineering processes and practices, quality and deliverables
Take responsibility for and participate in the support of hosted data platform
and related services
But foremost be a great colleague, who enjoys working closely with all your
other talented colleagues around the world in a collaborative and respectful
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Qualifications for data platform engineer

Working knowledge of D3.js or another visualization language/framework is a
plus
Knowledge of streaming technologies such as Websockets, Spark Streaming,
and ZeroMQ is a plus
Many of the changes we need would also benefit others in the big data
community
You’ll help us investigate various file formats
Migration and upgrading from previous version of SQL Server
At least 5 years of experience administering and supporting a SAP Business
Objects and/or Tableau platform


